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FEATURES OF OPERATION OF THE TESLA MODEL S90D ELECTRIC 

CAR IN THE CONDITIONS OF THE CITIES OF UKRAINE 
 

Summary. Tendencies of sustainable development of transport, the use of alternative energy 
sources, and requirements to the reduction of the carbon footprint on all stages of life cycle on all 
levels of road transport have led to the increase of the share of the electric car both at the first 
registration and used vehicles. The appearance of a large amount of used modern electric cars on 
the market caused the necessity to develop the procedures of provision their technical operation 
both by requirements of rational use and provision of traffic safety. Research of the use of electric 
car Tesla Model S90D in conditions of Ukraine is carried out with certain indicators of environment 
and with different settings of car parameters. This provides an opportunity to understand how much 
the given model of the electric car is appropriate in exploitation in different conditions and also to 
determine which parameters of electric car settings fit the economic usage in different conditions 
and different seasons most of all. By results of road research on the change of accumulator battery 
capacity depending on the temperature of the environment, we established that the capacity reduces 
by 1 % with every degree of negative temperature. A comfortable range of temperatures is 
determined for the use of accumulator battery of car (from 0 to 20 °С) is determined. By results of 
the research, the indicators of the effectiveness of the use of electric car battery power saving mode 
are determined – the reduction of the consumption is from 14 to 29 % depending on energy 
consumers. The significant impact of the pressure values in electric car tires on the energy 
consumption is established independently from turning on the energy consumers – the increase is 
from 10 % to 40 % depending on its speed of movement. Additionally, the determination of the 
indicators of electric car energy effectiveness for the speed of 140-150 km/h is carried out by which 
the energy use is 550–670 W h/km and provides the driving distance on the level of 160 km. 

Key words: electric car, exploitation, maintenance, failures, defects, energy consumption, 
accumulator battery, recuperation.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, a large number of leading European countries whether limit the usage with classic 
internal combustion engines (especially diesels) or totally refuse from the usage of such cars in favor of 
ecological transport operation – electric car [1–3]. However, some emphasize that the growth of energy 
consumption will cause new problems [4]. On the legislative level, in most countries citizens are 
encouraged in different ways to buy electric cars by giving them whether the opportunity to enter the 
central districts of the city or movement on the allocated lanes for public transport, or reduction of 
canceling the duty, free parkings, partial compensation of the car cost, intensive development of 
infrastructure, etc. [5, 6]. Ukraine also cancelled import duty and VAT on electric cars, which caused the 
increase of the number of electric cars import to the country, especially used [7]. But, in Ukraine, electric 
cars are not for sale yet officially, which caused the absence of warranty service and the demand on the 
qualitative electric car service [8, 9]. At the same time, the growth of release of different types and models 
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of electric cars and their growth on the public roads requires the development of the method of exploitation 
and technical service of these electric cars. Proper exploitation and service of electric cars is the guaranty 
not only economically profitable and seamless usage of these cars. This is also a key factor relative to the 
safety of the driver and passengers as impropriate behavior with elements of delivery and different 
elements of electronics which are in the car can cause bad consequences and in some cases even to the 
electric car inflammation. That is why today it is important to determine the main rules of the effective 
exploitation of electric transport, in particular in our region, taking into account both climate conditions 
and existing energy consumers in electric cars. An important factor here is the operation of comfort 
systems, in particular, for instance, system of car interior heating because in internal combustion engines 
heat is received in result of their operation. 

 
2. RESEARCH STATEMENT 

By results of the change of European and Ukrainian market of the new and used vehicles, the growth 
of the number of electric cars in composition of car park and forecasts of demand on such vehicles, the 
problem of availability of services and specialists of appropriate level for providing services of electric cars 
technic exploitation is topical nowadays. Low motorization level in our country comparatively with all-
European data testifies about a large potential and request of population for buying vehicles. Last year, in 
Ukraine more than 7100 electric cars are put on the registration, among them more than 90 % are used 
[10]. By forecasts of the development of the market taking into account the tendencies of the development 
of automotive industry, implementation of new standards of certification and testing of cars, up to 2030 
year more than 30 % of car sales will make a segment of cars in Ukraine [11, 12], and in the world and 
European countries will make more [4]. Taking into account legislative initiatives, the perspectives of legal 
regulation of used cars market it is forecasted the further growth of the share of used cars including electric 
cars which will lead to saturation of the market by used transport with existing problems of cars with 
mileage and in case of electric cars with accumulator battery of lowered capacity. 

Electric cars' speed and run are limited. They can run without recharging, depending on the class, on 
average 160–230 km [11, 13]. It also depends on the model, but the limit is always present. Modern 
accumulators do not allow yet to increase this indicator noticeably and not to overweight the car. 

Full charging of accumulators can take to 8–10 hours if not to use fast charging [14]. It should be 
taken into account during the time and travel planning. 

That is why the task was set to research the change of electric car energy consumption depending on 
operational movement conditions to determine the rules and recommendations about effective electric car 
exploitation. 

A large number of studies were carried out by the researchers in the field of sustainable development 
of transport, particularly the development of private electric transport. An interesting is a research carried 
out in [15], in which the cost of owning the different vehicles considering their wear during the 
exploitation period of 7 years is determined. It was shown that owning an expensive electric car does not 
always economically justified because of the significant cheapening of the last. However, as given in [16], 
in conditions of the use of determination of equivalent fuel consumption, the use of electric cars is to 10 
times more economical than the use of cars with internal combustion engines on the territory of Ukraine, 
but worldwide trends are somewhat different [17]. 

A lot of researchers concentrate on the provision of energetic safety of our country more than on 
ecological or economic advantages from electric transport exploitation [13]. There are many theoretical 
kinds of research on the opportunity of electric car development [18], also, design developments are 
carried out and the search of ways of small series production organization of electric cars in Ukraine is 
ongoing, in particular, commercial light transport [11]. 

Concerning the determination of the effectiveness of electric car parameters, then many researchers 
carry out calculations, but concentrate whether on the data from the manufacturer or the imperfection of 
electric car systems, for example, neglect of motion parameters by the system of determination of the 
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residual range of motion parameters [19]. However, none of these researchers carry out the analysis of the 
impact of different exploitation conditions and working energy consumers on the energy consumption by 
the car, and, as a consequence, on the run. 

Although the electric car is simpler at the expense of its construction, at the same time, typical 
malfunctions are present, particularly in the car Tesla, there are not so many of them and they can be 
grouped by several groups [8, 18, 19]: 

− electricity, electronics, electric car mistakes (many unexpected mistakes, usually reset MCU, 
АКБ 12 В; key; display; graphic processor Tegra; charging port; battery power contacts; door 
handles; sensors of rain, parking, air suspensions); 

− chassis of an electric car (rare gearbox, front constant velocity joints, silent blocks of 
suspension levers). 

Instead of taking of usual maintenance every 10 or even 20 thousand kilometers, the modern electric 
car requires only annual maintenance with the aim of changing the cabin filter, checkup of the condition of 
windshield wipers and spacing blocks, general diagnostics of the electronic control unit. Usually, for the 
electric car, more time-consuming maintenance should be carried out, directed on the change of antifreeze, 
which is used for cooling the accumulator battery, changing the brake fluid, changing the brake pad, and 
controlling the oil in the gear system if necessary. The absence of an internal combustion engine and 
simplifying the maintenance and its cost allows forgetting about the change of oil and oil filter, air filter 
contamination, scheduled replacement of spark plugs, application of strangling, changing the cambelts or 
cam chains, turbines, neutralizer, setting of gas distribution phases, etc. 

 
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

To research the impact of different exploitation conditions on the amount of energy consumption, 
the electric car Tesla Model S90D (Fig. 1) was used, which is an all-wheel-drive sedan with two electric 
motors with a capacity of 422 h.p. Car is equipped with an accumulator battery with capacity 90 kW·h, 
which allows driving to 550 km on one accumulator charge.  

The general car run from the beginning of exploitation was 87355 km, the car passed unscheduled 
maintenance previously before the research, and diagnostics of the battery in case of failure of some of its 
sections were additionally carried out. Control for the pressure values in tires and bringing them to nominal 
was carried out with the help of a verified manometer. 

The research was carried out on the straight road segment with the length of 4 km at the 
environmental temperature range from 0 to 18 ºС on the section of road Khmelnytskyi-Vinnytsia (Fig. 2), 
namely 2 km from the village Perogivtsi and 21 km from the city Khmelnytskyi. 

 

 
Fig. 1. General view of investigated electric car 

Tesla Model S90D 
Fig. 2. Road segment for road tests conduction 

 
There is a lot of factors from which the maximal run of an electric car without charging depends, as 

even incorrectly adjusted pressure in tires can significantly lower the run on one charge. Of course, one of 
the main factors is environmental temperature as even modern electric cars are not adapted to the 
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qualitative exploitation in conditions of low temperatures, thus almost all they have liquid heating of 
accumulator batteries. Anyway, at low environmental temperature, electric car temperature strongly cools, 
its maximal capacity reduces, which, in its turn, causes the reduction of the maximal run. Additionally, at 
low temperature in the car cabin heating works constantly, and in parallel accumulator heating works that 
summarily can consume to 15 kW·h per every 100 km of run. 

That is why, based on the analysis of available sources, forums, and own observations of 
exploitation indicators of the car, a plan is made for research to determine the electric car energy 
consumption on different car speeds depending from turned on the regime of energy recuperation and 
conditioner, turned on consumers – cabin heating and seats heating. Also, the determinative impact has set 
tire pressure, moreover, on the different forums the pressure 0.23 MPa is intensively recommended to set 
for improvement of comfort and smooth movement, thus the manufacturer recommends setting the 
pressure at the level 3.0 MPa. That is why research for given pressures in tires is also carried out. 

Before the start of the research, depending on chosen regimes, it is needed to set the recuperation in 
standard regime in car parameters that allow using energy recuperation in different exploitation regimes 
maximally effectively. Setting the parameters of recuperation of investigated electric car Tesla Model 
S90D is given in Fig. 3. 

We can see energy consumption on an on-board computer considering accumulator capacity and 
energy consumption per 1 km of road (Fig. 4), also we can calculate the forecasted run of the electric car 
on one charge at different car parameters. 

 

  
Fig. 3. Turning off the recuperation  

of investigated electric car Tesla Model S90D 
Fig. 4. Energy consumption  

of investigated electric car Tesla Model S90D 
 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED FOR THE OPERATION  
OF TESLA ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

Results of carried out research of investigated electric car Tesla Model S90D for two values of 
speed, different combinations of turning on the consumers and accumulator energy-saving regimes are 
given in the Table 1. Additionally, testing at lowered pressure value in electric car tires and different 
combinations of turning on the consumers is carried out. 
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Table 1 

The main indicators of testing the investigated electric car  

Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Car speed, km/h 65 95 
Recuperation + – + – Е Е + + + – + – Е Е + + 
Conditioner – – + + + – + – – – + + + – + – 
Cabin heating – – + + + – + – – – + + + – + – 
Seat heating – – + + + – + – – – + + + – + – 
Tire pressure, Bar 3 3 3 3 3 3 2,3 2,3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2,3 2,3 
Energy 
consumption, 
W·h/km 

18
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4 

23
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28
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17
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By results of conducted testing of investigated electric car Tesla Model S90D on different fixed 

values of speed and different combinations of turning on and accumulator energy-saving regimes, the 
diagram of the change of electric car Tesla Model S90D at different speed depending on consumers’ 
combination is built (Fig. 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Change of electric car Tesla Model S90D energy consumption (W·h/km)  

depending on consumers  ̀combination and speed of movement 
 

By results of conducted testing, it was obtained that at the same exploitation conditions two 
powerful energy consumers – cabin heating and seat heating – spend about 5 kW·h per 100 km of run. 

Besides, the change of electric car Tesla Model S90D energy consumption is given separately 
depending on the speed of movement at different tire pressure values and turning on the consumers 
(Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. Change of electric car Tesla Model S90D energy consumption depending  

on the speed of movement, tire pressure, and at turning on consumers 
 

Based on carried out testing, the model of depending the electric car energy consumption from the 
impact of different factors is created due to obtained results. Indicators of the model of energy 
consumption are determined depending on turned on energy recuperation (x1), turned on energy 
consumers, i.e. conditioner, heating or cabin heating (x2), and tire pressure (x3) (Table 1): 

  
1 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 335.875 9.125 8.875 1.875 45.625232.875 14. .375Q x x x x x x x x x= + − − −− +  (1) 

The obtained model indicates the direct impact of turned on energies recuperation, turned on energy 
consumers, i.e. conditioner, heating or cabin heating and tire pressure on electric car energy consumption,  

Residual run on one charge depends significantly on the general number of energy consumers. That 
is why it will be practical to use the opportunity to heating-up (or cooling) of electric car cabin before 
running from the parking lot or the box to bring the cabin temperature to the comfortable while charging 
the electric car from the network. 

An important factor of the increase of car run on the charge is electric car exploitation conditions. 
Specifically, in the condition of cities, the electric car instantly uses the recuperation for braking which 
provides an opportunity to accumulate the energy and increase maximal run without charging. By results 
of the conducted research, we established that the usage of the energy-saving regime of electric car battery 
allows reducing the energy-saving at the speed 65 km/h and with turned on energy consumers by 29 % and 
with turned off energy consumers – by 14 %. Besides, researching the speed 95 km/h and with turned on 
energy consumers showed the reduction by 16 %, and with turned off energy consumers – by 22 % at the 
same speed. 

One more but not less important indicator of energy spending is the speed with which the car is 
moving. For instance, the electric car Tesla Model S90D on high speeds in the range of 160–200 km/h will 
have enough charge for 100–130 km of the run at the environmental temperature 0 ºС, which is almost four 
times less than claimed run by the manufacturer. And this is even though electric engine cools by the liquid 
cooling system which has a common contour with the cooling system of accumulator battery and is 
actuated by two electric pumps which are installed on the big and small cooling contours, i.e. there is a 
battery heating. 

It is established that electric car accumulator battery significantly reduces its capacity at negative 
temperatures; the capacity reduces by 1 % per every degree of frost – i.e. at -10 °С the capacity of electric 
car accumulator battery and distance traveled will reduce by 10%, which causes the increase of charging 
frequency in winter. The comfortable temperature for the usage of electric car accumulator battery is set in 
the range from 0 to 20 °С, moreover, the temperature growth also causes the reduction of the capacity 
because of intensive battery cooling – system protects it from overheating. 

We obtained that at the car speed in the range 140–150 km/h its drive range on one battery charge is 
about 163 km, the car is not quite adapted to far travels on fast highways. Energy consumption on given 
speed is 550–670 W h/km, which is more than two times exceeds the consumption at the speed of  
65 km/h/. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Analysis of obtained results and calculation of obtained indicators after the testing carried out 

on the straight road segment at the same indicators of environment and different electric car 
settings allowed understanding the validity of the car brand Tesla Model S90D for the use on 
the highways and at relatively small environmental temperatures. This provided an opportunity 
to form the range of parameters and settings that are necessary to use the car in conditions of 
highway and low temperature. 

2. It is established that electric car accumulator battery significantly reduces its capacity at 
negative temperatures; the capacity lowers by 1% per every degree of frost – i.e. at -10 °С the 
capacity of electric car accumulator battery and distance traveled on one charge will reduce by 
10%, which causes the increase of charging frequency in winter. Based on the road testing, the 
comfortable temperature is set for the usage of electric car accumulator battery in the range 
from 0 to 20 °С moreover, the temperature growth also causes the reduction of the capacity 
because of intensive battery cooling – system protects it from overheating. 

3. By the results of the conducted research, it is established that the usage of the energy-saving 
regime of electric car battery allows reducing the energy consumption. For the speed of 65 
km/h and with turned on energy consumers the reduction of energy consumption is by 29%, and 
with turned off energy consumers – by 14 %. At the speed of 95 km/h and with turned on 
energy consumers the reduction of energy consumption is by 16 %, and with turned off energy 
consumers – by 22 %.  

4. The impact of tire pressure values is essential on the level of electric car battery charge, and 
lowered pressure in tires for 65 km/h increases energy consumption regardless of turning on the 
energy consumers to 10 %, and at speed 95 km/h and with turned off energy consumers the 
reduction is 30 % but with turned on energy consumers – 40 %. 
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ОСОБЛИВОСТІ ЕКСПЛУАТАЦІЇ ЕЛЕКТРИЧНОГО АВТОМОБІЛЯ 

TESLA MODEL S90D В УМОВАХ МІСТ УКРАЇНИ 
 

Анотація. Тенденції сталого розвитку транспорту, використання альтернативних 
джерел енергії та вимоги зменшення вуглецевого сліду на всіх етапах життєвого циклу і на 
усіх рівнях автомобільної техніки привели до збільшення частки електромобілів, як із 
первинною реєстрацією, так і вживаних транспортних засобів. Поява на ринку великої 
кількості вживаних сучасних електромобілів зумовила потребу розроблення процедур 
забезпечення їх технічної експлуатації як відповідно до вимог раціонального користування, 
так і для забезпечення безпеки руху. Виконано дослідження щодо використання електро-
мобіля Tesla Model S90D в умовах України за певних показників навколишнього середовища 
та за різних налаштувань параметрів електромобіля. Це дало змогу зрозуміти, наскільки ця 
модель електромобіля придатна для експлуатації в тих чи інших умовах, а також 
визначити, які параметри налаштування електромобіля найбільше підходять для економного 
використання у різних умовах та в різні пори року. Дослідженнями зміни ємності 
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акумуляторної батареї електромобіля залежно від температури довкілля встановлено, що 
ємність зменшується на 1 % на кожен градус від’ємної температури. Визначено комфорт-
ний діапазон температур для використання акумуляторної батареї електромобіля  
(0–20 °С). Визначено також показники ефективності застосування режиму енергозбере-
ження батареї електромобіля – зменшення споживання досягає 14–29 % залежно від 
увімкнених споживачів енергії. Встановлено істотний вплив тиску в шинах електромобіля на 
споживання енергії незалежно від ввімкнення споживачів енергії – збільшення від 10 %  до  
40 % залежно від його швидкості руху. Додатково визначено показники енергоефективності 
електромобіля для швидкості 140–150 км/год, за якого споживання енергії становить  
550–670 Вт-год/км і забезпечує запас ходу на рівні 160 км.  

Ключові слова: електромобіль, експлуатація, технічне обслуговування, несправності, 
дефекти, енергоспоживання, акумуляторна батарея, рекуперація, енергоспоживання.  

 


